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i.
INTRODUCTION.,.
One of the ir.os/t important problems to be solved in the erection
of the heavy structures of modern times is the design of the foundations;
and as the forji! and area of these depend on the bearing capacity of the
soil on which they rest, the bearing capacity becomes the determining
factor of the design. The many failures which are due to defective founda
tions are mute witnesses to the fact that accurate data as to the allow-
able pressures on soils are scarce. The problem that confronts one who
wishes to design a foundation is, therefore, the determination of the
safe bearing capacity of the strata on which the structure rests.
Two or three attempts have been made to solve this problem by
means of theoretical consideration alone. Mr. Paii^jer developed a foriiu-
la based on the mutual action of sliding and resistance prisms, and Mr.
Rankine developed a formula based on the more modern theory of Granular
masses. These formulas do not give results that agree ivith pressures
actually in use, and almost all engineers consider them as unreliable. '
It is said that more .mathematical work has been done on the determination
of the pressure exerted by earth against a retaining wall than onany obhe
engineering problem; and even then the results are of doubtfull value.
The condition of the earth is much more uniform behind a retainin'^ wall
than it is in a foundation; and if that problem cannot be solved by means
of theoretical consideration, it does not seem probable that any criteria
as to the safe bearing power of soils will be obtained by means of this
method.
Tables showing the pressures actually used on foundations have
UlUC
^
been compiled by n:ar!y authorities, the most notable v.'ork alon.^ that
line bein2 the treatise on "Allowable Pressures on Deep Poundatior^" by
Mr. E. L. Corthell. There are several classes of strata that are readily
definable, such as led^e rock, hard pan, gravel, clean sand, dry clay,
wet clay, and loaE, and the tables have been arranged so as to give the
allowable pressures on these classes. If the strata can really be placed
under one of the above classes, and is of considerable thickness and area,
it may be loaded with safety, according to the values given by },'r.
Corthell. If the strata can not be classified or if peculiar conditions
exist, it n;ay be possible to find other structures which have been built
with somewhat siriiilar foundations, and the pressures used there can be
assumed as safe. In either case, the safe way is to fi;ake an actual deter-
mination of the bearing capacity of the strata under consideration.
Considering the importance of the data obtained, few tests have
been w.ade; and it is the object of this thesis to collect the results of
isolated tests and to draw sor/e conclusions as to the proper interpreta-
ion of the results. The various fjiethods of perfcrfi:ing the several tests
will be described and a ccirparison will be w.&d.e as to their relative mer-
its.

THE BEARING POWER OP SOILS.
Pew soil-tests have been jr:ade, and in most eases, the published
results are very irea^er. The data in this thesis have been coir;piled fror;:
articles published in engineering papers, frofii the reports of engineer-
ing Societies, and from tests conducted by the author. It consists of the
results of tests, the description of the testing machines, a fev/ notes
on foundation failures and settlements, and conclusions.
Each test v/ill be taken up separately, and for the purpose of
reference, they v/ill be considered in the follov/ing order, the name in
each case being that of the structure for vjhich the test v/as fp.ade, or the
place at which it was made:
(1) Champaign, Illinois^ by Paul Carlsoi'!^ (5) Champaign, Illinois^^by Avey
and Shinnj (5) Municipal Building, Kev; York, Preliminary Testsj (4) Muni-
cipal Building, Kev/ York, Pinal Testsj {'j) St. Paul's Building, New Yorkj
(6) Masonic Temple, Chicagcj (7) Capitol Building, Madison, Vas:* (S)
County Bridge, Dallas, Texasj (5) State Capitol, Albany, Her/ York^ (iO)
New Orleans, Louisiana^ by F. J. Llev/ellynj (11) New Orleans, Louisiana_,
by John Royj (i^^) Tyree Docks, England^ (13) Barry Docks, England,* (14)
Kcspital at Bercke ,Francej (ii;) V/estern Railvfay, Praneej (16) Exposition
Building, Paris, France; (17) Church of Divine Paternity, Ne'.v Yorkj (IS)
Sand Foundation in Nev, Yorkj (15) Trader's National Bank, Toronto, Can.;
(20) Exposition Buildings, Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois,* (51)
State Capitol, Pierre, South Dakota; (25) East River Bridge, Neiv York;
(23) Government Printing Office, liashington, D. C; (24) Henry (.orthington

4.
Hydraulic liorks, Harrison, i;cv, Jersey; (23) Testing Machine; (26) Teso-
in$ Machine used by Mr. Brainard in Sand Foundations; (27) Settle/nent of
Majiistraoes Court Building, British Guiana; and (28) Settlement of Homeo
pathic Hospital, Fitfcsburg., Pennsylvania,

(i) CHAMPAISN, ILLINOIS.
Two uests were conductsd by the author bo deterirdne the bearing
power of the stiff yellovs clay underlying the surface soil of Champaign,
Illinois, A pit, 2 i/2 ft. deep- v/as dug and a hori^/iontal surface was
prepared. A ;r.ast, S inches square, carrying a loading platform v/as rested
on this surface. The platform carried-, a tank, 6 it. in diameter and 6
ft. deep, and the whole apparatus v/as kept vertical by means of guy
v/ires which v/ere attached to the tank. The apparatus is illustrated in
Pigs, i, 2, and 3» The weight consisted 'of a knovm quantity of -.vater-
cont^-ins;!. in the tank, Th.3 vy^ter v/as assumed to weigh 62.9 lbs. per cu.
ft,, and a glass tube attached to the side of the tank v/as calibrated
so as to give the weight of bhe water in the tank. The weight of ..the
apparatus was known and the sum of these bwo wei ghts gave- the load im-
posed on the soil, A strip of zir c was nailed to the mast, and a fine
steel wire was stretched across the f^^^ce O"^ this strip. The steel wire
was attached to two stakes which v/ere placed at such a distance from
the mast that they could not be influenced by any movement of the appa-
ratus. Before starting to fill the tank, a mark was made on the zinc
strip, and the later settlements were measured from this mark '.vith a
steel scale. The two tests v/ere conducted in exactly the same manner
and the results agree very closely. The apparatus was set up and allowed
to stand for 24 hours in order to avoid any initial settlement due to
uneveness in the bearing surface. A zero readin? was taken and the load-
ing commenced, A load of 1464 l^s, was applied each day until the cap-
acity of the tank was reached andtheset tlement due to each increment of
lo\i '.vas not^i. '"io r?.in?, fsH durin:^ bhe tests. The results of these
tests are 5iven in Table 1 and 2 and in Diagrams 1 and 2,
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(2) CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS.
In 1909 and 1910, tests of the bearing capacity of the soils in
the vicinity of Champaign, Illinois^ were conducted under the supervision
of ^Messrs. Avey and Shinn. The apparatus was the same a.s ^vas usad in gIv:
tests previously dascribed^ and hence a further description is unneces-
sary. The first soil tested nasth^black alluvial soil overlyin,4 the land
in the vicinity of Chan;paign. At the time of the test the soil v/as in
a semi-dry state, and no rain fell during the test. The results of this
b^st are -siven in Table 3, ^na as they are inco/rrolete, no curve eould
js dr-a./n. Avey and Shinn state that the settlen^ent v;as uniform until the
load reached 2.8 tons per sq. ft. and that after bhis the settlement, was
more rapid. They concluded bhat 2 1/2 tons per so. ft. was bhe bearing
capacity of the loam^and recommended 1 1/2 tons per sq. ft. as the value
to be used in desifnin? foundRtions. Tests Kcs, 2 snd 5 ^rere obtained
upon the stiff yellovr clay underlyin.^ the surface soil. The tests were
made at a depth of 2 ft, S in, belov; the surface. The results of these
bests are given in Tables 4 and 2 and in Diagrams 5 and 4.
Messrs. Avey and Shinn ?ave the bearing capacity of the clay as
10 tons per sq. ft. and the safe working pressure as 5 tons per so. ft.
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(3) ?^UFICIPi^L BUILDING, NEVi YORK.
PRELi:v!INARY TESTS.
The Municipal Building in New York wss designed by the firn; of
McKiffi, Mead^and White. Due to the extreire depth to rock, it was decided
to found the structure upon a layer of sand over-lying the rock. Tests
of the bearing capacity of this sand ^lere made as follov/s:-
"iiash-borings at the site of the tv.enty-f ive story .o-unicipal
building at Park Rov; and Chambers Street, Nev; York City, indicated a
deposit of course sharp sand to a depth of 50 feet, and then fine sand
to a depth of 130 feet belovi the street. Tests of the bearing caoacity
of the sand vjere conducted under the supervision of Mr, J. F, O'Rourke
7:ho designed the apparatus that v/as used.
II
^
" A heavy ic-inch steel pipe in sections, coupled together Viith
outside screwed sleeves, v/as sunk by ;vater jet and steam han'mer froffi
elevation at the bctconi of a small sheeted excavation to elevation
io at a depth of 45 1/2 fset belov/ the surface of the street. The sand
Tffas re/roved froir the pipe by a bucket n^ade of a iO-inch pipe with a'
cheek valve at the lowsr end. A 10-inch steel pipe with the lov.er end
closed by a 14-inch ribbed cast-iron disc v.as inserted in the Ic-inch
pipe and revloved on its verbieal axis until the ''t-^c- rib's cut a satis-
factory bearing on the sand at the bottorr.. The upper end of the pipe v«as
centered by fillers inside the ic-inch oipe and projected several feet
above the latter to support 3 tiniber p.. 3tfc-c . claitped to it clear of
the io-inch pipe, and |uyed to a flan .aCcIi at the top of the 10-inch
pipe. This apparatus is illustrated in 5'ig. , The platform was loaded
Yiith pig iron and with cast-iron blocks suc: as are used for caisson

15.
sinking, vfhich v/ere carefully and symmetrieally applied at intervals of
a fevi days, and the corresponding settlements v/ere accurately measured
by leveling on a reference mark on the 10-inch pipe and on a bench mark
established ab about the same elevation and far enough away to be free
from any displacement. The ground-water level v.as deternnned by direct
measurement in the i6-inch pipe. In test No. 1 the disc at the foot of
the iO-inch pips took bearing on the sand 7 inches above the lower edge
of the outside coupling which formed a cutting edge and projected belov.
the bottom of the 16-inch pipe. As the inside of this coupling was
threaded, it was thought that it might have sufficient friction on the
sand to make it arch and relie -'e the pressure on the sand below. Con-
seouently, after the completion of the test the pipe was pulled up and
the coupling screwed up with the bottom edge flush with that of the pipe,
leaving a continuous smooth interior surface, and the pipe was redf^lven
for test No. 2 and 3."'
The results of these tests are ^iven in Diagrams 5, 6 and 7.
These results were considered to indicate that, with Gradually applied
load, the sand had a bearing capacity in the neighborhood of 20 tons
per so. ft., within the bounds of reasonable settlement, and the builain?
was designed to have 116 caissons carried dov.n to 60 feet below the
street. These piers would impose a pressure of S tons per sq. ft. on the
sand. Later the design was changed to i06 caissons carried down to 72
feet below the street, which im;posed a pressure of 6 tons per sq. ft. on
the sand.
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24.
(4) MUNICIPAL BUILDING, NEW YORK.
FINAL TESTS.
"In order to verify the results of the comparatively small
bearing tests by the action of a full sized pier under a heavy load,
one of the finished piers was subjected to a test load considerably in
excess of its nuaxi.r.uir; v<orkiDg load, and very careful records of its
settlement were kept. As skin friction is proportionally less for lar^e
piers, one of the largest v/as chosen. The one chosen v?as also one of
the shortest, a^ain diirdni shing skin friction. Pier 12C is iO faet 9
inches in dia/neter ' and 54 feet o inches lon$, with the cutting ed$e 72
feet belov.' the street. The iianner of applying the load to the pier is
shown in Pig. o. . The test was made according to the following instruc-
tion:- "Apply an initial load of 2 tons per so. ft, to the caisson.
Thereafter every 24 hours apply a further load of one ton per so. ft.
until the load reaches 6 tons per so, ft. Permit load of 6 tons per so.
ft. to remain for 7 days and then apply a load of one ton per so. ft;
thereafter every 24 hours apply a further load of one ton per so. ft.
until the total load equals 10 tons per so. ft. This load shall remain
on the caisson for a period of 7 days v.ren the whole load shall be exped
tiously removed. The load shall be applied so as to cover uniformly the
the whole ares of the caisson.'' The test was carried out according to
these instructions with the results 5iven in Table 6 and in Dia^^ram S. ,
From these it will be seen that the increments of ona ton oer so. ft.
produced immediate increments of settlement by .OO9 to .010 ft, which
in the interval of 24 hours were increased by .002 to .004 ft. making
total settlements from .006 to .014 ft. for each one ton loading. It

will also be noted that the total settleir.ent for the working load of
6 tons per sa. ft. vras only a scant 7/16 inch ai:er this load -had been
applied 7 days, and that under this load the pier had such stability
that the next application of an increment of one ton per so. ft, pro-
duced no immediate settlement and only oroduced a settlement of .004 ft,
after 54 hours. The total settlement immediately after the last incre-
ment which increased the total load to 10 tons per sa. ft, v/as only ,004
ft. and after 7 days the total settlement was only i^/lc inch."
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(9) ST. PAUL'S BUILDING, NE'.'i YORK.
The St, Paul's Buildin^j at 6roadv;ay ana Ann Street, New York,
V7as one of the first of the modern tall buildings. Borings showed that
bed rock was at a depth of 56 feet below the curb, and it was decided
that the cost of sinking caissons to bed rock was prohibitive. Piles were
not considered adequate to support the $reat weight of the building and
consequently it was founded on an extremely fine, compact, clean sand,
52 feet below the curb. A well, driven on the site and puniped dry, failed
to show any flow of sand.
A layer of concrete, 12 inches thick, was deposibsd over the
whole area and the buildin;:^ rested on steel grillages olaced on this
concrete. The pressure on the soil was 3*2 tons per so. fl;. This press-
ure was expected to produce a set clement of 9/0 inch. This foundation
was adversely criticised, and Mr. Post, the architect, requested that an
examination of the foundations be irade by expert engineers, and the
services of Kr. Charles i.!acDonald and Mr. Theodore Cooper were secured
for this purpose. The examination was made as follows:- A mast,, one foot
square, carrying a loading platform, was set up in a hole, 14 inches
square, cat in the concrete. The loadings of the platform and the re-
sulting settlements are given in Table 7 ai"jd in Diagram 9, During
the test the mast was oscillated and water was poured into the test-pit
30 as to increase the settlement. 'Ahen the load had reached 6 i/2 tons
per so. ft., a second hole was cut through the concrete, 4 i/2 ft. from
the first one. '/later was then poured into the first hole until it showed
evidences of rising in the second hole. This did not cause any settle-
ment or flow of sand. Prom the results of this test, the committee con-
cluded that ths foun:iation3 v/ere safe.
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(6) MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
At the tiii:e the Masonic Temple in Chicago was built, the open
caisson method of sinking piers was undeveloped, and the building was
founded on a layer of hardoan. The bearing power of this soil v.'as of a
very doubtful nature, and before construction was be|un, two tests of
its bearing capacity were made. A tank v/as supported on a plate, having
an area of 5 sq. fo. and bhe load v/as applied by filling the tank with
water. Test No, 1 was made on the surface of the hardpan while test No.
2 was made at a depth of 2 ft, 4 in. below the -surface of the hardpan.
The results of these tests are given in Tables 5 and and in Diagrams
10 and ii.
General Sooy Smith, in an article on focindations published in
the Proceedings of the i'iestern Society of ka^.yineers, says ohai. u.ie
Chicago clay will begin oo yield under a load of 2 tons per sq, ft. If
the load remains constant the settlement will cease, but if the load is
increased beyond this limit, settlement will be continuous. Diagram il
seems to show that this is true. When the load reached 2.16 tons per sq.
ft., the settlement was comparatively slow, and if this load had been
allowed to remain for some time, it would undoubtedly have ceased, but
when the load reached 2, 31 tons per so. ft, the settlement increased
rapidly and was continuous until the test was abandoned.
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(7) CAPITOL BUILDING, MADISOlJ, '.rrsCOIvSIN.
The State Caoicol at ^'sdi son, ii isconsin^is foandsd on glacial
drift, 16 foot bolov.' ths surface. The drift is composed of fins coffioaet
sand and small pebbles. The fooiin^s for the doiiie foundations viere de-
si gneo to iirpose a load of 4 tons per sq, ft, on the drift, ana cescs
were made to see if this was v/ithin the bearing capacity of the soil.
The tests were made as follov:s:- The soil was excavated oo sub-'rade,
care being taken not to disturb the botto/i of the pit which was accur-
ately tri.T;]r;ed vath a straight-edge. A .nast, built up of 4 timbers, one
ft, souare, '.vas rested on this surface, an^ the load tvas placed or ?i
platform bolted to this aast. The :Tast 'was plu/nbed and maintained- in a
vertical position by iieans of braces. The platform was loaded v;ith sacks
of ce.T.ent, so placed that the load vvas balanced, until the total load
reacheo 7 tons per sq. ft. at which point the platforrr; broke. Fis. 6
shoT^s the eowaratus used in this test, ^'o mi'^'- -^^r^l yi^? observed and the
soil reii'ained perfectly dry during the test. Settlements were read to
i/64 of an inch. The results of this test are given in Table.iu and in
Diagram 12.
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(S) THIE DAL'-/'^-'^ ?AR;{ VIADUCT, DALLAS, TEXAS.
The Dall£S-0'^'': P-^r'^ vi-^duct spans the Trinity River- between the
cities of Dallas and Oak Park, Texas. The foundations as originally de-
signed \i3ve to consist of concrete piles, each of which should supporiJ
50 tons for 4S hours r/ithout any settlement and should shov/ a settleir.eno
of only 1/4 inch after supporting a load of 60 tons for 48 hours. The
contractors found it impossible to fulfill these conditions, and the de-
sign of the footings was changed so that the fflaximum load per pile v;ss
20 tons with a soil pressure of 16 tons per sq. ft. A maximum pressure
of 5.9 tons per so. ft, could occur on the soil if the piles took no load
y/hatever. The soil is a hard, compact, black or yellow clay, underlaid
by sand and gravel. Tests were ff;ade to deter/rrine the bearing capacity of
this soil. Pits 6 to 3 ft, deep were dug, and the soil tested by apolying
a load to a mast 5^/2 Inches square. The foot of this mast rested in a
hole 4 inches souare and one foot below the average level of the bottoji
of the pit. This was expected to eliminate upheaval around the ed-^es of
the mast. At the liiTie oc iEaking the tests, the soil was very dry, and
water was poured into the pit and allowed to stand durin-^ the tests. The
loads Y;ere applied to the iiiast by means of a lever, and dirt was used as
the loading material. The construction and method of usin^ this appara-
tus is shown in Pig. 7 • Several tests were made ^ivin^ fairly unifor.i.
results, and the results of a typical test are given in Table il and in
Diagram 13 , Other tests a:ade with a mast one foot square gave practic-
ally the same results. The apparatus used in this test was designed and
operated by Ur. iV. L, Dunn, a former Illinois' student.
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(9) STITE CAPITOL, ALBANY, NEW YORK.
The design of the foundations of the State Capitol at Albany,
Neiv York, was intrusted to Mr, ¥i. J. McAlpine. Test pits and borings
showed that the surface soil was composed of a strata of blue eley and
sand, varying in thickness from 1 to oo feet. Underlying, this was a
strata of blue clay, 100 feet or more in thickness. The blue clay con-
tained from 60 to 90 percent of alumina, the remainder beinp silicious
sand. The percent of moisture varied greatly, ranging fron 27 to 45
percent. Two sets of experiments were made to determine the bearing
capacity of this clay. In the first experiment, the apparatus used was
a mast 12 inches souare held perpendicular by ^uys, with a cross-frame
for weights, A pit 13 inches square at the top, 14 inches square at the
bottom, and $ feet deep was dug, and the foot of the aast was rested in
this pit, Heights were then applied to the platform and the correspond-
ing settlements noted. In order to detect any upheaval, small stakes
were driven into the ground in radial lines from the center of the mast,
and the txDps were carefully leveled. The upheaval could then be measured
by means of a straight ed^e. The results of this test are given in
Table 12 and in Diagram 14.
A second test T.as made b.v fastsnin.^ a frame 3 feet square to
the foot of the mast, and resting this on the bottom of s pit, 5S
inches square at the top and bottom and 5 feet deep. The platform was
then loaded and the settlements noted. The upheaval was measured in the
same manner as in the previous test. The results of this test are given
in Table 1:^ and in Diagram Prom the results of these tests, Mr,
McAlpine assumed the maximum supporting power of the soil to be 6 tons

per so. ft. ana the safe workin:^ pressure to be 2 tons per so. ft. The
building 7?as constructed under this assumption and the foundations have
failed partially and bad cracks have appeared in the building.
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(10) NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
Tests of the bearing capacity of the soil at Nevj Orleans, Loui-
siana, ?J8re iT:ade by W?. J, P. Llewellyn for the purpose of obtaining
the allowable pressure on the foundation of an elevated water tank.
Three pits were dug, each o fset deep and 4 feet souare, and a platforrr.
5 feet souare was placed in the botton; of each pit. These platforms were
loaded with scrap-iron until the load was above the vjater line which
k^as IS inches beloiv the surface. Bricks were used as the loading rnaoef-
ial after the water line had been passed. The platfori^s were loaded
until the load on th,; first reached 650 pounds per so, ft, that on the
second iOOO pounds per sq. ft,, and that on the third I3OO pounds per
30, ft. These loads were allowed to remain on the soil for a number of
days, and the settlements ivere noted to the 1/52 of an inch. According
to the results of these tests, 6^0 pounds per so, ft, was assumed as the
safe working pressure and the tov.er was constructed under this assump-
tion. The results of these cests are given in Table 14 and in Dia^raffllo.
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(11) NE« ORLEANS, LOUISI ANA.-B'^ MR. ROY.
Nevi Orleans is probably one of ths most difficult places in the
United States in which to construct a reliable foundation. The surface
soil is coiTiposed of silt deposit3d by the J.iississippi River and is of
such ^reat depth that foundations cannot be extended to rock. The United
States Army Engineers who had charge of the construction of ijivportant
structures in that vicinity, experienced $reat difficulty in building
satisfactory foundations, and in 1351, Mr, John Roy '.7ho superintended
the construction of the United States Custom House at Nev,- Orleans v/as
instructed to /i:ake a series of tests on the bearing capacity of the
Mississippi River silt. The tests extended over a period of two years
and are the most cori'plete tests of which there is any recorj, „c oaaa as
to the n.anner in which these tests were rnade can be obtained, but the
results are shown in Table 13. and in Diagraz/is 17 to 51.
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(15) TYRKE DOCKS.
The first test of vihich there is any record v/as conducted at
the proposed site of the Tyree Docks in England. The soil was a very soft
and plastic loam, and scree value of its bearing power had to be obtained
before even a tentative design could be made, A conere'\e platform, ten
feet square, v,as built and gradually loaded with pi^ iron. No settlement
v.'as observed until the load reached 700 pounds per square foot, but after
this the settlement v/as constant. The docks ;vere built vdth a pressure of
poo pounds per square foot, and no settlement has been observed.
(13) BARRY DOCKS.
The foundation of Earry Docks, in England, are laid upon a strata
of very soft and plastic clay. Tests shov.ed that no settlen.ent v.ould oc-
cur until the load reached tv/o tons per square foot, but after this the
settlement vtas constant and very similar to the sinking of a weight in a
viscous fluid, No description of the testing apparatus could be obtained.
(14). HOSPITAL AT EERCKE, ^i'RANCS.
The hospital at Berd^e
,
France, is built on the beach, and in the
design it v/as planned to lay the foundation on the original contours of
the sand. Later it v;as decided to level up the site, and tests on loose
sandrere made by placing it in a box, 3 feet deep and 3 feet square, and
ramming it. This compressed th sand 2 3/4 to 3 1/2 inches, and v.'hen water
v/as added, it settled 2 inches more. A pile, 4 inches sQuare, would iDen-
etrate only 3 inches, and when loaded further, it would raise the sana
around the base.
The foundation site was prepared by ramming the sand. Ko value.
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as to the pressure used, could be obtained.
Ho). WESTERN RAILWAY OP PRANCE.
In the construction of the Western Railway of Prance, an embank-
ment was to be built across very swampy ground. The soil v;as a very soft
loam, and tests of its bearing capacity were made by building masonry
piers, 6.56 feet square, and by loading theffi to tvdce the weight of the
embankment. The piers showed no settlement but the completed embankment
settled very badly. The only explanation that can be offered for this is
that the shear along the peritr.eter of the pier helped to support it. The
masonry pier was solid and acted as a unit and would impose a uniform
load on the soil. Before any settlement could occur, the soil had to be
compressed or flow fron: underneath the pier. The embankment, on the other
hand, was capable of deformation and would not exert a uniform pressure
on the soil. The heaviest pressure would come under the portion "BC", and
cccured,
if any settle^^on^A the base v?ould assume the form shown in the figure.
^ c
The pressure between the embankment and the soil would remain noraal to
the surface of contact, and it would therefore have a horizonbal compo-
nent. Tnis would cause ths soil to flow from underneath the embankment,
(16). EXPOSITION BUILDING, PARIS, PRANCE.
The methods used in this test are unique, and they must have been
adopted more on account of the form of zhe loading . material than for any
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other reason. A perfectly level surface, in the form of a square, was
prepared, on which was placed four cast iron blocks, 20 inches square,
the distance apart being 11 feet and 3 inches, and these spaces were
bridged by means of "T" beams. Additional "T" beams were piled on this
framework until the load on the soil was 7.3 tons per square foot. At
this point, indications of settlement were noticed, and this load was
allowed to remain for 24 hours, when the settlement had increased to
10 i/4 and 11 inches. The loading was then continued until the pressure
reached 3.1 tons per square foot, when the pressure had increased to such
an extent that the "T"' beams rested on the ground. It was assumed that the
safe load was 3 tons per square foot, ana that some settlement was to be
expected when the loao reached 7 tons per sauare foot. No data as to the
ultimate stabilty of the structures erected under this assumption could
be obtained,
(17). CHURCH OP DIVIi^E PAT-SRHITY, NEW YORK.
Tests on the foundations of the Church of Divine Paternity in
New York were conducted under the direction of Vlr. Poster Crowell, the
architect. The tests were made on a stiff gravelly clay, 20 feet below
the natural surface. The platform on which the test load was placed was
supported by a wooden post, 1 foot souare. The platform was loaded until
the pressure reached 7.62 tons per square foot. At the end of IS hours
the settlement was 1 3/4 inches, and at the. end of 46 hours it had in-
creased to 2 11/16 inches. A second test was made using a pressure of
tons per square foot, and no settlement was noticed for 47 hour's. The
pit in which the test v.as conducted was then pu.o.ped dry, and a settlement
of 1/3 inch was noted, o tons per square foot was assumed as the safe
load.
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(IS). SAND FOUNDATION, NEK YORK.
A test on the sand foundation of a New York Department Store «as
cade by Mr. Poster Crowell as follows:
-
A pier, 14 feet sQuare, resbing on fairly 5ood clean sand, was
constructed and loaded vdth a weight of 755 tons or 4.03 tons per souare
foot, A settle;r.ent of .OSi; inches v/as noted at the end of o days, and the
load was alloY.'ed to remain for 6 days r/iore vdthout further settleaient.
(19). NATIONAL 5A.;a BUILDING, TORONTO, CANADA.
The City of Tcrcnto, Canada, is located in the bed of an old lake,
and the underlying, strata are coiiposed entirely of clay. Before designing
the foundations of the Trader's National Bank of that city, V.t, Brainard
conducted several tests on the bearing povzer of the clay. A pit 20 feet
deep was dug. The clay v.as hard on top and Gradually softened as the ex-
cavation deepened.' Ac the depth of 20.feet, the clay ;vas very soft, re-
seuiblinl patty. Great care v.as taken to prepare a horizontal bearing area,
and a tiniber, 1 foot sauare, was rested on this, and the load was placed
on a platforn: attached to the top of the timber. A level was sighted on
a gauge rod, projecting above the loadin-; platform, and the platform was
ouickly loaded. No settle.T.ent was noted until the load reschsd 5 1/2 tons
per square foot. At this point a settle.7!ent of :3/S inch occured, and the
loading was discontinued. The load was allowed to reiiain for 12 hours,
when the settlement had increased to 1 1/2 inches. Sorne upheaval around
the base of the mast v,-as nooed.
A second test intended oo approxi.T;3te actual conditions was niade.
An S«inch Di-oe with the outside ed^e beveled to 43 decrees was driven
S inches into the bottom of the pit. An oak plunger which was just small

enough to insure absolute clearance was fitted into the pipe. This plun-
der projected above bhe pipe and carried a loading platforir:. This v/as
loaded until the pressure reached o tons per souare foot ana no settle-
ment was noted.
The foundations were aesigned for a pressure of 4 tons per square
foot. No description of the present condition of this foundation can be
found.
(20). EXPOSITION BUILDING, COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, CHICAGO, ILL.
The buildings of the Colurcbian Exposition were located in Jackson
Park, Chicago, 111., v/here the surface soil is eciiposed of sand and filled
in ground. The whole site is underlaid by a strata of clay, and hardpan
is found at depths varying frojr. 2c to 3c feet. Since most of the Exposi-
tion buildings were of a terrporary nature and would not justify the ex-
pense of carrying the foundations to any .$reat depth, Mr. Sottleib, the
Chief Engineer, conducted a series of tests on the surface soils. Plat-
forms, 5 feet square, were constructed, placed upon the surface to be
tested, and gradually loaded with pig iron. In testing the sand, a load
of 2 i/4 tons per square foot was used and the Jinaxifflum settle^rent ob-
served in any case r^as 3/3 inch. Tests on the loajt showed that the pressur
should not exceed i i/4 tons per square foot.
(21).- STATE.CAPITOL AT PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA.
The foundations of the State Capitol at Pierre, South Dakota
are built upon yUJBbo. Guff.bo is a for/r. of clay, is very dusty when dry,
and forms a stiff tenacious mud when wet. Ihe ^Uii'.bo was underlaid by a
strata of very hard bluish shale which upon exposure to air or iToisture
disintegrated and forr^ed gu/nbo. The bearing capacity of this soil was

unknov/n, and some tests were necessary before the footing could be de-
signed. Test pits vjere dug to the depth required for footings and the
soil tested by n;eans of a tiir.ber, 1 foot souare, carrying a loadin,^ plat
form. This platform v/as loaded until the pressure reached 3 tons per
square foot. All of the tests gave practically the satr.e results. The max
iffiuffi settlement was 3/i6 inch. One and one-half tons per souare foot was
assumed as the safe load.
{2'?:). EAST RIVER BRIDGE.
The piers supporting ihe iilast River Bridge at i>]evv "iork rest upon
8 strata of very fine micaceous sand, underlaid by rock. Before the
caissons v,-ere sealed, this foundation r.as tested by applying a pressure
of 10 tons per souare foot by means of a timber, 1 foot square. No appre
ciable settlement was noted.
(25). GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Government Printing Office at Washington, D. C. rests on a
strata of sand and gravel, saturated with v?ater. Before designing the
footings, tests v;ere made by excavating pits inside of drums, 6 feet in
diameter, and setting up timbers, 1 foot souare, inside of these drums.
These timbers v/ere found to sustain loads of £ to 10 tons without settle
ment. The safe bearing capacity v/as assumed as 4 tons per souare foot,
but the footings were designed for a pressure of 4 tons per souare foot
for live load and 3 tons per souare foot for dead load.
(54). HENRY nORTHINGTON HYDRAULIC ft'ORKS, HARRISON, NEW JERSEY.
The following description of soil tests, conducted by Messrs.
Baldwin and Co. at the site of the Henry Worthington Hydraulic i'.orks at

Harrison, lievi Jersey, was taken from an article published by Ur, Baldvdn
in the Snginserin^ t:ews.
"This plant is locatsci on the Haekensack .Meadows, the average
level bein^ iO feet above sea level. It v/as the original intention to
place the foundations before grading the land, but this was found imprac-
iicable on account of the soft ground, and consequently the ground v/as
drained and graded before the trenches for foundations v/ere opened. Ex-
tensive tests on the bearing pov;er of the soil v/^re carried on by Baldwin
and Co., the engineers. The method used was as follo^is:-
"h pit was du$ until a hard stratu/r: was found. On this hard mat-
erial, there was placed a vertical .i.aou, one-tenth of a square foot in
area. At the top it carried a platforn:, and it was kept vertical by means
of Guides on the surface of the Ground. A card was tacked on the oost,
opposite one of the guides, ana a line drawn on this card by means of a
straight-edge Dlaced on the guide. The platforni was then loaded with a
known weight of bricks, and a second niark niade on the card. This process
of loading and marking sas kept up until there was an upheaval just be-
yond the edie of the post, and the post settled rrore rapidly with each
increment of load, i'ihen this oeeured, a portion of the load was removed,
was
and another mark/\.a:ade on the card, which was frequently above those pre-
viously drawn. !.'ore bricks v.-ere taken off until no farther settlement was
indicated by a careful comparison of the marks. From the last figures,
the load per square foot could easily be deduced, and assumed as the
bearing capacity of the soil. The footings were then designed for 1/2 of
this bearing capacity,
"When haste was necessary, these tests were carried on until the
rate of settlement increased rapidly, and this was taken as the bearing

power of the soil."
Mr. Baldwin believes that tests, made in this way, compare with tests
made on larger areas, and that the results are accurate.
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(29) TESTING MACHINE,
All of bhe tests which have been described heretofore, have been
made by loading a certain area of soil and noting the corresponding
settlements. The method of testing, devised b,v .V,r. l/ayer
,
derives the
bearing capacity of the soil by comparison Viith soriie standard condition.
The body of the instrument, used in /raking these tests, is a tube, and
upon this slides another tube having a cross-head held by a stron?
spiral spring, fitted inside the -r.ain tube. The sliding tube can be
r;.oved by a pair of arms, A set of sounders of varying diameter are pro-
vided, any one of v/hieh can be screvied into the body of the apoaratus.
In use the apparatus is held vertical by the ar.iis or handles, and the
pressure is out upon it in a dov.nv/ard direction, and this pressure is
gradually increaoea jnlil the sounder enters the surface of the soil go
a depth of one millimeter. The position of the slider is then noted on
a scale vihich is ^r?5u?ted to read pounds. The bearing po'.ver of the soil
is estimatea ircri. this value.
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(2c) TSSTIN^G MACHINE BY MR. BRAINARD.
The value of a soil test '.\ill be greatly increased if ic can
be ir;ade under conditions v/hicb resemble the final condition of the pro-
posed foundation. In testing a sand foundation for a Bepartmenb Store
in Nevi York, V.r. Brainard devised a ir.etbod of testing which ^ave very
accurate results. A pit was dus to the depth reauired for the foundc-
tions, and a rectangular box 12 i/4 inches souare. and 6 inches hi^h
??as placed on the sand. The area around the box v)as covered ?;ith 6 in-
ches of concrete. A a-ast 12 inches souare, carryin.^ a loading plat-
form, ?;as placed in this box, care bein^ taken bo see that the sand in
the box ^vas perfectly level. A box 12 i/4 inches souare, extending
above the natural surface of the sand, v.-as then placed arcuna the mast,
and the sand was back-filled. The n-ast was loaded by placing -.vei^hts
on the platforrr. and the sand '.vas loaded v.ith a unifcr.T. load of pi:3-iron.
Results obtained by this method of testing a^ree very closely v.-ith the
settlement of the finished structure. This apparatus is illustrated in
Pig. 3.
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(27) MAGISTRATES COURT BUILDIMG, GEORGETOWN, BRITISH GUIANA.
The Ma^istratss Court Building at Georgetovrn, British Guiana,
is founded in a strata of loam, underlaid by a strata of clsy, 12^ feet
or iXore in thickness. The co.ipleted building ifrposes a loaa of 1066
pounds per so. ft. on the soil and a settleaent of i/2 inch was noted
when the building i"as completed. The settlen:ent continued for about ten
years when a slight rise occured. This is accounted for by the prevalent
rains durin.l that year. The soil is a very heavy clay v;hich sv.ells upon i
beino v,et, A record of the settlements of this building is ^iven in
Table 16 and in Dia^ran' 22.
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(58) HOMEOPATHIC HOSPITAL, PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.
i
The Hon.eopathie Hospital at Pibtsbur?, Pennsylvania v.33 built of
brick, steel, and terra. eotta, and the height varied froji: four to six
stories. The wall footings r/ere 36 inches vjide under the four-story part
and 40 inches wide under the six-story part. They rested on a straba of
hard, compact clay that was difficult to pick. This clay is locally
knov;n as hardpan. The foundations were examined and approved by .Mr. C.
Mueller, the architect, before any concrete v/as placed. Test pits 4 feet
deep were dug, and the same clay was found as at the fooulngs. Test pipes
11/5 inches in diaaieter were driven by ic-poand mauls and vjould pene-
trate only 4 feet. The foundations were desi^ne:! so as to impose a max-
imum load of 5 tons per so. ft. on the hardpan, but when the load reaches
only a little over 5 tons per so, ft,, the foundations showed signs of
failure, Work was discontinued, and means were taken to stop the settle-
ment, but before this was aj3complished the settlement had increased to
a maximum of 11 5/4 inches. The interior columns showed no settlement
and the cellar floor rose 2 1/2 inches at the point of maximum settle-
ment. Rainfall during the month previous to the settlement was exces-
sive, and the trouble seems to be aue to the fact that th3 surface
drainage was not properly taken care of. A record of the settlements
of this buildins is given in Table 17,

O//#-
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PART 2.
RELATION EET^-iEEK SIZE OB' SEARING AREA AND SETTLEMENTS.
No definite relstioi^ beb^'s-een the size of the bearing area and
the settleaients can be established froir. these tests, but in .T.cst cases
they indicate that the unit bearins-eapaci ty decreases v/ith the size of
the bearin>5 area. This is especially true of loam and clay, and to a
lesser extent it is also true of sand. This is best illustrated by
Diairan: 17, which v.^as drav.n frorr, data obtained by '.;r. John Roy in a' test
on the clay st Ne?. Orleans, Louisiana. A study of Diarraii-s 14 and 15 or
the test loads and settleiiients for soil tesGs at the site of the State
Capitol at Albany, Nev/ York, lead to the saire conclusion. In this case
the difference in settle-iient-: is not so .^reat, but the greater regular-
ity of the settleirient of the irast v/ith an area of one scj, yd., as com-
pared viith that of the mast v.ith an area of one so. ft,, is very notic-
eable. Judsins from Diagrams 14 and 1^, tv/o tons per so. ft. ivould cert-
ainly appear to be a reasonable value of the safe v;orking pressure, but
the fact that the foundations constructed under this assumption are at
present in an unstable condition, proves that the unit bearing capacity
the
decreases viith the size ofAarea. iescs at the siue of the .Municipal
Building in Mev. York City zhor. the same results, but in this case the
first test v/as performea in such a manner as to eliminate skin friction,
while the second test was obtained on a finished pier and skin friction
played an import art cart.
The manner in v/hich pressures are transmitted through the soil
is unkno'.vn, but it is probable that 7;her. iiressure is e.r,'.ilied to the soil
by means of a mast, the lines of pressure- form a cone, the slope of the
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sides bein^ sofi'C function of the angle of repose of the soil tested.
If 3 foundation be considered as beinS co.i'posed of a nuirber of sn;aller
areas, it can be seen that the cones of pressure v,ould interfere, there-
by reducing the cojEparative bearing capacity of the soil.
As the size of bearing area increases, the ratio betr.een the
perimeter and the area would decrease, and the coirparat ive reduction of
the shear along the outline of the bearing area and of the skin friction
would also cause the unit bearing capacity to decrease.
RELATION BETWEEN SHAPE OF' EEARIMG AREA AND SETTLEME^IT.
Diagran: io shov/s that the settlen:ent of a iiast, i inch by 16
inches, carrying a load of 102 pounds per so. in,, is nwich less than that
of a n:ast, 4 inches souare, under the saae load. In this case the re-
duction in the ratio between the perineter and the area is very iiarked,
and the greater settlenient of the SQuare East v.ould be due to the' re-
duction in shear and skin friction,
RELATION BETWEEN TIME AND SETTLEMENT.
The relation bstv/een time and settlement is very i'r.portant as
it detemines the rate of setblenient, iihen a load is first applieii to
a soil, the settlement usually occurs in a short interval of tir;.e, and
if the load is allov;ed to remain, Ihe ^,-^thl.^-i^nt -All cea^^.. This in-
dicates that the soil is eoLpressing, an-j as the load approaches the
fijaxiri'Uii-: bearing capacity of the soil, the intervals of tiiiie before the
Icaa comes to rest vdll increase, '/ihen the bearing capacity of the soil
has been reached, the set tleiTieni vrill be continuous. If egual increiEents
of loading are used, and the settlen-.ents are aeasured at eaual intervals

of tijLc, a curve can be drav;n so that the slope of the curve represents
the rate of sebtleirent • The data for Dia:|5rair.s 1 and 2 were obtained in
this .T.anner, and these Diagrams show that the settlement v/as uniforic un-
til the load reached 11 tons per sa, ft. and thac when this point v;as
reached, the settlements increased in greater ratio than did the loads.
The iT.axi;T.uir: bearing povjer of the soil is therefore assumed as iO tons
per so. ft. Althou;-5h the data for Diagrams 3 si-d 4 v;ere not obtained
equal
with any special reference to eaual increinents of loadinj and^^intervals
of time in noting settlements, they shov; that the rate of settlement
increased as the load approached ii tons par so. ft.
RELATION BETi^SSi^ LOAD AND SETTLEMENT.
In General, it may be said that the settlement increases in pro-
portion to the load until the bearing capacity of the soil is reached,
and that after this, the settlement is more rapid. In Oia^r'ams i and 2,
the total settlement for each increment of IcaJ io indicated by the slop
of the curve, and this remains fairly constant until the load reached
ii tons per so. ft. At this point, the curve shores that the increment of
settlement increased rapidly and 10 tons per so. ft. is assumed as th®
''safe bearin? capacity of the soil.
RELATION BET^JEEN PERCS^^TAGE OF MOISTURE IN THE SOIL AND SETTLEMENT.
The beariny capacity of clay decreases as the percentage of
ffioisture increases, but this is not as noticeable as mi^ht be su-ooossd.
Diagram o shov;S tha^ .'-cin fell on the secor.:., oiiird, eighth, anj. elsvenoh
days of the test and that these rains did not increase the settlement.
This mir'ht have been due to the fact th^t t/re cl?.v -'as saturated before
these rains fell. Diagram 4 shov.s that v.hen the load lad reached 6.95

so..
cons per so. ft., a rain of 1.09 inchss 13II and that this causd £ great
increase in the settlement. A fe'.v rains had fallen previous to this, buu
they were all li^ht, and it is probable that the clay aid not become
saturated by these rains. Dia^raffs 1 and 2 shov* that the settlement de-
creases as the soil becomes dry. Test 1 was ir.ade '.vhile the percentage of
moisture in the clay was 19. 3, and the settlements shown by this diagram
are slightly greater than those shown by Diagram 5. The data for Diagram
2 were obtained when the percentage of moisture in the clay was ±7.
FACTOR OF SAFETY.
If the exact bearing capacity of the soil and the relation be-
tween the bearin-5 capacity of the area tested and that of the finished
foundation could be determined, a low factor of safety could bs used,
but as these factors are indeterminate a hi-^h value must be usea. If
the bearing capacic-y is determined in a manner previously described a
factor of safety of 2 or- 3 should be used. The choice of the proper
factor of safety will depend son.ewhat on the shape of the load-settlement
curve and the character of the structure to bs erecced.
TESTING ?/;ACHINE.
The choice of a testing machine will vary with the local condi-
tions and the material available for loading. The apparatus used by the
author is the most convenient to use as the handling of weights is elim-
inacea, but it possesses the ai sao.vantage of a hi^h first cost, and
would not be used unless a number of tests were to be made. This appara-
tus is illustrated in Fi--:^. i, 2, and 5» The apparatus illustrated in
Fig. 6 po^^sesses the advantage of a lovi first cost ana is to be recommend
ed where only one or two tests are to be made. Pi^. 7 illustrates a very

novel tesoin^ apparaUs, and for sir.all tesiis, tliis is ths cbeapsst Jiacli-
ine to build. The weight of this iT.achine is very small, and it can be
moved by one or tv/o Een. This apparatus is not adapted for tests of larpe
bearing area, and for this reason, the apparatus illustrstec in Fi^. c
or a modification of this design is recommended.
For tests at $reat depths belovi the surface, the testing appara-
tus illustrated in Fig. 4 is recommended.

S2.
PART 5.
SUGGESilOiiS FOR FUTURS EXPERIMENTS..
The vrrioer is of the opinion that this subject is not suitable
for a student thesis. The tisie v?hich an undsr|raduate can spend on ex-
perimental v/ork is limited, ana if future tests are to be ecnducted in
the manner in v/hich they have been in the past, i to 2 weeks will be
required for each test, ^nd onl.y a fev/ tests can be made each year. As
a ireat number of tests are necessary before any conclusion can be drawn,
it is apparent that an undergraduate is not in a position to 'Jo jusoice
to this subject. The weight of the apparatas is so great that it requires
4 or 0, men go set it up properly, and this also handicaps an undergrad-
uate in the performance of tests.
!,'ore satisfactory results could be obtained if the following
su^.gestion3 were carrlij oat:
1. Assign this thesis sublet to 4 or o. 1^ would require this
number to handle the apparatus and they could arrange their time so that
a continuous record of the settlements could be obtained.
5. In making tests to establish the relation between size of bearing
area and settlement and between shape of bearing area and settlement,
make the tests of one day ' sduration, adding equal increments of 16ad
and keepi. nS a continuous record of the settlement.
Use an automatic recording apparatus for recording the settle-
ment. This apparatus can be constructed by fastening a pencil to the
masy,.and having a strip cf naper, moved by clockwork, so arranged that
the oencil would make a coijuinuous mark on the paper.

4. In making longer tests to deternune the bearing capacity of the
soil, add equal increnients of load ana let the apparatus corce to rest
before adding further load. The rate of settlement and the settlement
due to each increment of load can then be obtained.
9, Determine the relation between the percentage of moisture in the
soil and the settlement by making tests of one day's duration after a
rain has fallen.
PI MIS



